Double Screen: A Picture within a Picture
By Dr Fan Dongwang
In my painting Double Screen (illus. 1), there is a traditional Chinese screen and a computer screen. These
are effective visual devices to display images imported from other spaces, and to help viewers to shift their
perspectives from place to place, reality to art, and to construct spaces accordingly. In front of the screens, St
Peter the Baptist and a child dressed like St John the Evangelist are watching the Australia Rugby players
fighting against Mao’s Red Guards, a seriousness versus absurdity.

Fan Dongwang: Shifting Perspective & Body #1-Double Screens, acrylic on canvas 244x180cm (illus. 1)
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DOUBLE SCREEN
To discuss shifting perspectives in the traditional Chinese figurative painting, one needs to understand the design of
Double Screen as a visual device in relation to artists’ particular viewing methods. Prior to remark on Double Screen, I
will first exam the function of a screen in a painting.

WHAT IS A SCREEN?
A screen is a framework employed to distinguish space. The physical form of a traditional Chinese painting could be a
framed canvas, a piece of plastered (free-standing paper) wall, a hanging scroll or handscroll, an album, a fan, or a
screen. All these different forms had one thing in common: a flat surface surrounded by its frame. They were screens
with different forms and structures. A screen was a moveable device, especially a framed construction such as a room
divider or a decorative panel, designed to divide, to conceal or protect. The basic function of the screen was to
distinguish space, as in Chinese artist Du Jin’s painting Enjoying Antiques (illus. 2). Wu Hung in his book The Double
ScreenMedium and Representation in Chinese Painting claims that a screen’s virtue lay in its multiple references: it
could be three things in one: an object, a painting medium and a pictorial representation (9).

Du Jin: Enjoying Antiques (illus. 2)

First, as an object (an architectonic form), a screen had a face and a back. It was utilised in constructing a real space: to
occupy a three-dimensional space, and to divide space around it. It acquired symbolic meanings when used to
distinguish space, to transform space into definable, manageable and obtainable space.
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Second, as a painting medium, a screen was an ideal surface for painting. Its framing helped the artist to articulate its
contexts. A screen was often used in a handscroll figure painting. A scroll was an object as well as a painting medium.
Portable and private, a handscroll painting was a series of consecutive sub-frames, not a monolith in a single frame
when handled and viewed properly (Wu 61). A handscroll painting was an exceptionally favourable painting medium to
use shifting perspectives, because a handscroll was a moving picture with shifting moments and loci (centres or focus of
great activity or intense concentration). A handscroll landscape painting The Qing Ming Festival on the River by Zhang
ZhaiDuan (illus. 3-4) is an excellent example of Chinese shifting perspective.1 It is a long painting involving multiple
viewpoints that embodied inconsistent perspectives to orchestrate intricate yet fluent context. The handscroll painting
was thus described by Wu as a “sequential composition”, a “visual journey”, or a “pictorial narrative”. All of which
were works of both spatial and temporal arts (57).

Zhang ZhaiDuan: The Qing Ming Festival on the River (illus. 3)

Zhang ZhaiDuan: Details of The Qing Ming Festival on the River (illus. 4)
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See Jiang Xun. The History of Chinese Fine Arts for Everyone. 151-159. Also see Zhang AnZhi. The QingMing Festival on
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Third, as a pictorial representation, a screen was a favourite image in Chinese painting (“picture within a picture”) with
its diverse roles and ambiguous identities. A screen depicted in a painting was merely a pictorial image within a larger
pictorial composition. What it helped construct was not a real place, but a pictorial space on a two-dimensional picture
plane (Wu 16).
The best example of the above three points could be seen in the most well known Chinese figurative painting The Night
Entertainment of Han Xizai (illus. 5-6).2 The background of this painting was a direct display of the erotic life of Han
Xizaian officer of the Internal Secretary of Later Sungwhich can be seen in Wu’s book The Double Screen (2948):
Gu Hongzhong was from south China and served the Southern Tang emperor Li Yu (967-75) as a court
painter.3 A skilled artist, he was particularly good at portraying figures. At that time Han Xizai, who held the
office of Internal Secretary, was illustrious and all his acquaintances were from the hereditary nobility. Han was
obsessed with beautiful singing-girls and at night held endless drinking parties. He imposed no restraint on his
guests, who mixed with his ladies, shouting in wild excitement. His reputation for indulgence spread both inside
and outside the court.
Li Yu, the Southern Tang emperor, valued Han Xizai’s talent as a statesman and overlooked the matter, but he
regretted not being able to see Han’s famous parties with his own eyes. So he sent his court painter, Gu
Hongzhong, as a detective to Han’s night entertainments, instructing him to recreate everything he saw there
based on his memory. The painting, the Night Entertainment of Han Xizai, was then made and presented to the
throne (29).

The Night Entertainment of Han Xizai (illus. 5)

the River.
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My painting Shifting Perspective and Bodies (illus. 1) also appropriates some aspects of this painting.
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Li Yu (Li the Last Ruler) was a famous poet, a leading connoisseur (expert) of music, dance, calligraphy and painting. He
requested his favourite concubine dance on a sculptured and gilded lotus-flower, moving along with the music performed by the
emperor himself. His life began in a fantastically luxurious court and ended in a nightmarish prison. His art was regarded as
more successful than his politics.
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Details of The Night Entertainment of Han Xizai (illus. 6)
Western viewers often tried to find the logic of a native Chinese perspective system. The deep-rooted convention in
western art historyto view a painting as a single wholewas a convention developed from the study of postRenaissance Western art dominated by framed easel paintings. Confronted with a painting like The Night Entertainment
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of Han Xizai (illus. 5-6), all the methods a westerner had learned in analysing a framed painting automatically began to
work. Being culturally biased to think every painting was some sort of spatial art, a westerner would ask questions in
terms of spatial structure: What was its perspective system? Where was the centre of focus? What were the roles of
individual images in relation to the painting’s overall composition? This western mentality often led to the misreading of
a Chinese painting like The Night Entertainment of Han Xizai: the figure of Han Xizai appeared regularly at either side
of a screen. Such a contradiction would never occur to us if we gradually unrolled the painting and exhibit only one
section (marked by the screens) at a time (Wu 61-62).
Sometimes the texts were used as a sub-framing device inserted into a painting to separate individual scenes and to
punctuate the flow of pictorial images. In landscape, trees or rocks had this function, and in The Night Entertainment of
Han Xizai, the screens.4 Sections were then linked by a visual suspense planted into the sense: What was next? What
were these figures looking at? What were these chariots or boats moving towards? Where was this stream or path
leading to? These things not only linked isolated scenes into a continuous pictorial plane, but also encouraged the viewer
to keep unrolling the painting to explore what was hidden and unseen (Wu 68).
The images of the painting were thus like the cinema spectacle performing itself for an audience, to help the viewers to
realise their voyeuristic desire to see things unrolling. The screen was an ideal mechanism to separatenot only
individual scenes, but also the viewer’s relationship with the picture. Its shifting perspective provided distance and a
degree of attachment and detachment between the spectator and the picture. The internal images (screens, figures, etc.)
in the painting directed the external gaze of the spectator (Wu 69). The perspectives thus were shifted between spaces
and images regulated by the screens.
In composing a picture, Chinese artists relied on selected images instead of a unified perspective system. They used size,
placement, colour, pattern, movement, and relationships to suggest complete worlds while retaining a flat decorative
surface.5 A screen was one of the tools to structure space in a Chinese painting that had no linear perspective, but did
have an impression of spatiality. For example, the structure of the painting The Night Entertainment of Han Xizai (illus.
5-6) was complex: it used the screen as an important composition tool in two ways. Firstly, screens defined a single unit
of viewingsynchronic (consistent) pictorial representation. Secondly, screens partitioned (divided) yet linked two units
in a horizontal (diachronic) composition (Wu 55). While the frame of a screen helped to articulate (distinguish) the
contexts of that painting, the decorative pattern gave it a strong sense of continuity with the things outside that screen or
frame (Wu 13-14).6
To sum up, a screen image in a traditional Chinese figurative painting had two primary aspects. One was to realise its
metonymic function of constructing a pictorial space through its architectonic form (metonymic space). The other was
to perform its metaphoric function of characterising human figures through its surface decoration, which appeared as a
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After I studied Chinese landscape paintings, I concluded that in landscape paintings there were also many objects functioning
as screens: trees, rooftops, air, water, etc. These images were the important devices for separating and arranging spaces.
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This aspect of Chinese painting also influenced an American contemporary painter Carol Hoy whose work suggests volumes of
space without resorting to Western perspective (Staton 86-90).
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In my painting Shifting Perspective, I also used this technique.
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“painting within a painting” (metaphorical space). Many Chinese paintings created a metaphorical space within a
metonymic space, which often led to a poetic space (Wu 20-21). The following section describes the use of these two
aspects that had reached their height in the design of Double Screen in figurative paintings.

THE FIVE IMPORTANT ASPECTS OF DOUBLE SCREEN
After the previous discussions of a screen, I am now examining the functions of Double Screen. It was an innovative
visual device used by traditional Chinese figurative painters to apply shifting perspectives in their works. The design of
Double Screen was to depict two or more screens in a painting, one being placed in front of the other (as show in
Double Screen, illus. 7). If screens were placed separately, they did not constitute Double Screen (as shown in The
Night Entertainment of Han Xizai, illus. 5-6). Double Screen has five important aspects concerning shifting
perspectives.

Zhou Wenju, Double Screen (illus. 7)

The first important aspect is that the Double Screen (painting within a painting) was a device for metaphorical space. A
double screen painting was a visual metaphor to create a metaphorical space within a metonymic space.
For example, Zhou Wenju’s painting Double Screen (illus. 7) depicted four men who comprised a circular cluster in the
foreground and were playing a game of chess. Behind the central figure was a large screen, on which a domestic scene
was presented: the master in the reception hall had now relaxed and was served by four women. This second group of
figures was again framed by a landscape screen (Wu 79). The juxtaposition between his image in the male quarter
outside the painted screen and his image in the boudoir scene on the screen thus constituted a system of hierarchically
arranged messages and contexts. This hierarchical system was realised in the painting by employing screens, which as
frames, articulated boundaries between domains and organised scatted images into a coherent rhetoric. When the viewer
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focused on the painted scenes, he would cross this boundary and move from the everyday world into the domain of
artistic representation. An additional three-panel screen within this boudoir scene bore only a landscape scene that was
the symbol of the inner spiritual world of a refined gentleman. The boudoir world thus was sandwiched between the two
conventional and alternative images of a man: that of his social appearance and that of his lofty mind (Wu 126).
Thus, the screen in Zhou’s painting was used as an architectural form to separate a feminine interior space from a
masculine exterior space. “It was commonly understood in traditional China that women in a household were not
supposed to be exposed on a public occasion, even in front of the master’s close male friends” (Wu 124). Men and
women were two opposing groups depicted in many Chinese paintings.
The second important point to note is that screens and Double Screens are the frameworks of sub-systems. Many
scholars have pointed out the importance of framing in artistic imagination and representation. Boris Uspensky
considers framing both a prerequisite and a consequence of an “artistic text”. “In a work of art, whether it is a work of
literature, a painting, or a work of some other art form, there is presented to us a special world with its own space and
time, its own ideological system and its own standards of behaviour (137).” When an artistic text has internal divisions,
as Susan Stewart observes, each smaller “text” is marked by a changing frame, as part of “a system of differences in
relation to any other world. To step into the artistic text is to transform the external into the internal and the internal into
the external. And each transformation opens up the possibilities of transformation itself (23).” The framed spaces of the
Double Screen indexed different systems of reference in a single representation.
For example, a painting such as Double Screen (illus. 7), in Michel Foucault’s terms, was “a representation, as it were,
of classical representation” (16). Many reworks of classical images can be found in eastern and western art. Wu
concludes that a work of this kind presumed the viewer’s knowledge of an earlier masterpiece, and forced him to revisit
it in a different light by questioning the stability of the pictorial convention in the painting:
Such constant reworking of canonised images cannot be equated with the “borrowing” of individual motifs, as a
standard iconographic approach assumes. Rather, these works testify to a conscious effort to construct a
“pictorial context” that would justify any reworking as an inventive art (241-242).
This echoes what Xie He (500-535 AD) remarked that a good painting should chuan yi mo xie“transform and
perpetuate ancient models through copying” (39-40). The distinction between the original and its copy was not only
absent but was deliberately rejected for the artist to create works within its “pictorial context” (Wu 241).
The quality of this type of painting leads to the claim of “metapicture” by Wu that “a metapicture must explain a
painting both as an image-bearing object and as an image”. A painting like Double Screen (illus. 7) was an example of
such assertion, which reflected on other painting. Double Screen re-represented The Night Entertainment of Han Xizai
(illus. 5-6) by converting the latter’s interlocked frames into the former’s superimposed frames. Thus, the viewing
perspective was changed from unrolling to penetrating, as shown in Wu’s two drawings (illus. 8, Wu 242). The two
paintings referred to each other, and produced an inter referentiality essential to traditional Chinese painting. The
handscroll (The Night Entertainment of Han Xizai) and hanging scroll (Double Screen) became two main pictorial
media providing two unique visual languages that compete and complement (241-243).
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The epistemological achievement of perspective is equally an art historical achievement: perspective brings
space and architecture into coordination, just as Giotto and Duccio synthesized Byzantine and Gothic art (Wood
22).

Wu’s two drawings showing the interchange ability of
(above) The Night Entertainment of Han Xizai and (below) Double Screen (illus. 8)

Double Screen was thus a metapicture that referred to the painting itself. It was one of the “pictures about
picturesthat is, pictures that are used to show what a picture is” (Mitchell 35). This self-referentiality, according to
Wu, came from its design as a screen painting (an image-bearing object) that represented a series of painted screens
(images of image-bearing objects). The image painted on a screen always struggled to achieve its independence as an
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optical illusion; while a screen’s frame always destroyed such illusion and allowed one more screen to be painted on its
surface (243).7 Wu further argues:
As a metapicture, the Double Screen is not about the principle of duplication and repetition (as a “picture
within a picture” normally is), but the dialectical relationship between medium and imageeach in an effort to
assert its primacy in order to produce the other (243).
The most self-conscious statement about the ambiguous status of the screen (as an image-bearing object and as an
image) was an illustration for Act 17 of a traditional Chinese play The Romance of the West Chamber (illus. 9). The
picture depicted a “real” screen containing a three-dimensional “painted” screen. These two screens suggested a “third
screen”: the ultimate painting itself (Wu 258-59).

"Oriole receives a letter with news of Scholar Zhang's having passed the examination".
Illustration for Act 17 of The Romance of the West Chamber. Mm Qiji edition. (illus. 9).

The third important point is the function of a screen to regulate the viewers’ gaze, to shift their perspectives to establish
hierarchical space for the bodies. Wu has a drawing to illustrate this point (illus. 8). Part 1 of this drawing indicates the
placements of screens in Gu Hongzhong’s The Night Entertainment of Han Xizai (illus. 5-6). These were opaque
painted panels placed perpendicularly to the painting’s plane surface to divide a horizontal space and to regulate the
motion of the spectator’s voyeuristic gaze when reading the handscroll. These screens were not Double Screens. In part
two of this drawing shows that the screens in Zhou Wenju’s Double Screen (illus. 7), however, were being placed
7

This technique is also used in my painting After Botticelli (illus. 44): to place 3D objects on top of a 3D images to destroy their
3D illusion.
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parallel to the picture plane. These were the Double Screens with their painted faces turned into illusions as empty
windows opened onto empty windows; only their solid frames remained to differentiate the painted scenes and to
separate the viewer from the scenes (Wu 127). By rearranging the placement and orders of these screens, Zhou Wenju
placed his emphasis on the male world that was close to the viewers. The hierarchical body and its three social spaces
were business and public world (reception room) > private world (bedroom) > nature (landscape screen).
Because of the rearrangement of the screens and shift of the perspective from The Night Entertainment of Han Xizai to
Double Screen, the females in the interior space were thus kept secret, as a painted image which could only be seen but
not felt. The spectators’ gaze towards the interior boudoir thus remained voyeuristic, but their relationship with the
exterior male images was fetishistic. According to John Ellis, whereas voyeurism maintains and depends on a separation
between the seer and object seen, fetishism abolishes the gulf. “The voyeuristic look is curious, inquiring, demanding to
know. The fetishistic gaze is captivated by what it sees, does not wish to inquire further, to see more, to find out. … The
fetishistic look has much to do with display and the spectacular” (Ellis 47).
To use screens to regulate a viewer’s gaze was essential for Chinese artists using shifting perspective to achieve
hierarchical space for the bodies. After the Sung period, it was understood that worldly business should not glorify a
refined mind. What made a gentleman distinct was his private lifestyle that should find peace and freedom in
natureamong mountains and rivers. If this was difficult to realise, then to retire briefly into a microcosm of nature, the
private garden, was the alternative. A Chinese garden exhibited spatial complexity: rocks mimic strange mountains,
windows frame beautiful scenery.8 The perspective now shifted from the reception room to the garden as in Liu
Guandao’s painting Whiling Away the Summer (illus. 10). The interior, private life that Zhou Wenju had painted on a
screen had come alive and become the reality of the painting. The representation of the scholar’s social duty had become
implicit, removed from the viewer (Wu 133). This was a reversed Double Screen. The hierarchical body and its three
social spaces were thus swapped: nature (garden) > business/public world (reception room) > private world (landscape
screen) (Wu 130).

Liu Guandao: Whiling Away the Summer (illus. 10)
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In Chinese garden doors and windows are virtual screens: they frame the scenes behind them into pictures of many different
shapes.
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The fourth important point to note is that a Double Screen (portrait within a portrait) provided an ambiguous
identitythe real image versus pictorial image. For example, the design of the screens in the painting Double Screen
(illus. 7) as a metaphorical device created a visual illusion which deliberately confused and puzzled the viewer. The
viewer was led to believe that the domestic scene painted on the screen was part of the real world portrayed in the
painting. As Wu puts it:
When the viewer has overcome his initial confusion and declaresYes! The scene on the screen is indeed an
illusion!he has forgotten that it is merely an illusion within a larger illusion, which is the whole painting.
Unconsciously, he has accepted the artist’s rhetoric to view the figures and objects depicted in front of the
screen as part of the real world. A perfect illusionism is thus achieved (81-84).
Another example is one of the Emperor Qianlong’s portraits One or Two? (illus. 11). Because of this ambiguity of real
image versus pictorial image, the artist demonstrated that the double Screen in this painting made the emperor’s real
image ambivalent. This painting was originally mounted on a real screen to be placed behind his seat. A viewer would
usually perceive three Qianlongs: the real Manchu emperor was in front of his painted Chinese image that was again
duplicated in a screen within a painting. The emperor inserted a poem on the painting to question his own identity:
One or two?
My two faces never come together yet are never separate.
One can be Confucian, one can be Mohist.
Why should I worry or even think? (Wu 235).

Emperor Qianlong’s portraits: One or Two? (illus. 11)
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His two images produced in One or Two? represented his two different political identities, one following the Confucian
path, the other honouring Mohist doctrines. The Mohist was the thought of Chinese philosopher Mozi (470-390 BC)
which rejected the ritualism and formalism of the Confucians (McGreal 16). However, either of these two images
represented his true identities (the third face). These were only faces of pictorial images that were used to conceal the
emperor’s true identities. The purpose of this painting was not to exhibit but to disguise and deceive the viewer, an act
that was considered by the emperor as an important political skill. This was realised by the two functions of a painted
screen: to shield what lay behind it and to offer a pictorial illusiona false image instead (Wu 236).
The fifth important point to note is that there existed similarities and differences between eastern and western paintings
in relation to the Double Screen.
There were equivalent western Double Screen paintings, though they appeared much later in history. For example,
Master of Mary of Burgundy (illus. 12) and the painting of Rene Magritte titled The Human Condition (illus. 13).

Master of Mary of Burgundy (illus. 12)
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Rene Magritte: The Human Condition (illus. 13)

Table 1. Comparison of western and eastern Double Screen paintings.
origin

Title

visual device used

effect

achievement

Western

Master of Mary of Burgundy

window

more “real”

illusion

Eastern

Double Screen

framed painting

less “real”

illusion

Western

The Human Condition

window, canvas

surreal

ambiguity

Eastern

One or Two?

framed painting

“real”

ambiguity

As the above table shows, by comparing western paintings with Chinese paintings one could see that in western
painting, a screen is often implied by a window (or a canvas), while in Chinese painting, screens were paintings with
their frames. The window is more suited to the western mind because of its architectural structure: a frame with an
opening divides two separated but closely related worlds. The use of the window in western painting facilitates a
restricted one-point view to see through from inside the window an outside world. However, the window is seldom
depicted in a Chinese painting because of this restriction. Chinese artists preferred to frame painting: a frame with an
enclosed flat surface, to depict their observations after wandering in the world. There was no window to divide the
viewer and the objects of viewing, no separation between the two worlds but many partitions in one universe.
Both eastern and western paintings achieved a visual illusion of depicting another world within this world through
screens. But the Master of Mary of Burgundy was more “real” because it used the window, and Double Screen looked
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less “real” because of the framed painting it used. Comparing the ways both paintings to depict surroundings through
the frames of the window (or painting) also revealed the following different approaches. The western manner carefully
covered up things according to one viewpoint while the eastern manner deliberately told a viewer the truth of a pictorial
image.
The most obvious western examples of Double Screen are many of Rene Magritte’s paintings, which self-consciously
dealt with the question of “metapicture”. The Human Condition (illus. 13) is one of them, as Jacques Meuris comments:
These are “pictures within a picture”. They depict a window, or some other opening to the outside, in front of
which stands a canvas on an easel. On this canvas is depicted the same landscape as, theoretically, exists in
reality as the view through the window (41).
If the word canvas was substituted by screen, one would be amazed by the similarity between Double Screen (illus. 7)
and The Human Condition (illus. 13). Magritte was thus equally concerned with the problem of the window (picture
plane) and its representation in art:
In his lecture, ‘La Ligne de vie’, Magritte gave the following explanation of the image: ‘La condition humaine
was the solution to the problem of the window. I placed in front of a window, seen from inside a room, a
painting representing exactly that part of the landscape which was hidden from view by the painting. Therefore,
the tree represented in the painting hid from view the real tree situated behind it, outside the room. It existed for
the spectator, as it were, simultaneously in his mind, as both inside the room in the painting, and outside in the
real landscape. Which is how we see the world: we see it as being outside ourselves even though it is only a
mental representation of it that we experience inside ourselves. In the same way, we sometimes situate in the
past a thing which is happening in the present. Time and space thus lose their crude meaning, which is the only
one they have in everyday experience (Whitfield 62).’
By careful examination, one could point out that The Human Condition is a western version of Double Screen: the
window being one screen and the canvas being the other. (There would be a third screen after the painting was framed.)
Matching these two paintings, one could see that a picture plane with frame equals screen, while a picture plane
without frame equals invisible screen.
However, differences do exist between eastern and western approaches when we compare these paintings more
carefully. In the Chinese painting One or Two? (illus. 11) the two faces of the same emperor were different in their
directions and positions in the picture. However, in The Human Condition the image on the canvas depicted in the
painting had the exact same position and therefore covered the landscape it portrays. Thus The Human Condition looked
more deliberate and One or Two? looked less overt. Both The Human Condition and One or Two? told a viewer that a
painting is just a visual representation of the world it depicts, but the former seemed more awkward (in reality it is very
difficult to do so) than the later. This is because although Magritte became aware of the problem the Chinese artists
tried to solve many years ago, he still tried to solve it within the restriction of one point perspective by insisting on the
use of the window.
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Sometimes, as in his painting The Waterfall (illus. 14), Magritte did abandon the window and move the canvas out into
a forest. He then went a step further to depict a different view on the canvas, knowing that it was not necessary to paint
only the scene from one point perspective. It was a painting that Magritte considered particularly successful and
“extraordinarily alive”, as Sarah Whitfield describes:
Although this image appears to relate to human condition, Magritte made it clear in a letter to a friend that it
should not be seen as a variant of that work even though he recognised that “externally it has points in common
with that painting”. In the earlier work art and the outside world unite in a single reality, whereas here they are
distanced from each other by what Magritte called “differences of a spatial order”. Thus the interior of the
forest encloses a painting of the exterior and the two are joined together in the same way as an interior and
exterior are in The Field Glass, or as night and day are in The Dominion of Light. ‘The difference in their
spatial nature,’ Magritte explained to Bosmans, “thus becomes a spiritual possibility, a poetic force rather than
an exercise in mental geometry” (Cat. 121).

Magritte: The Waterfall (illus. 14)

In his painting, Magritte used shifting perspective to bring different scenes into one picture, but he did not move the
picture further back to his wall as Chinese artists had done.
The western mind thinks it vital to achieve an illusion of realty through one point of view, while the eastern mind
considers that painting could depict not “reality” but only visual representation. Both paintings satisfied eastern and
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western minds in different cultural constructions. Nevertheless, Double Screen as an effective visual device did help
viewers to shift their perspectives from place to place, reality to art, and to construct spaces accordingly.

COMPUTER SCREEN
Though the computer is a western invention, its screen not only has the attributes close to that of a Chinese screen, but
also has exceptional functions that can help us to comprehend the shifting perspectives practised by the traditional
Chinese artist. A computer screen is frequently seen as a new artistic and architectural tool for rapidly changing our
concepts of both time and space by facilitating our shifting perspective enormously. Therefore a comparison of different
screens, whether it is a hand made item or electronic device, is worth mentioning here.9
A computer screen (like other screens, or frames of painting) is an almost flat surface surrounded by its framea
framework employed to transfer information from and to different spaces. It has multiple references: it is three things in
one. 1, It is an objectpart of a monitor. 2, It is a medium for writing and paintinga writing pad for keyboard, mouse
or other electronic pans, although this sometimes must be facilitated by a printer. 3, It is a pictorial representation (for
still images or movies). It would be most cognate to a painting if it takes a form of “electronic painting”a thin, large
rectangular piece fixed on a wall.
However, its special form and structure make a computer screen function differently to that of a conventional screen. It
is not moveable (except mobile ones), and is not deployed to define physical space around it, but rather brings other
physical or imaginative world to its user. As Sean Cubitt asserts in Digital Aesthetics: “It redoubles the power of human
sight by articulating it with mechanical perception (42).”
Therefore, similar to the design of Double Screen that depicts two or more screens in a painting, a computer screen is
capable of depicting multiple screens in its visual space spontaneously. Within its visual space, screens are imported
within screens, frames are opened within frames. Computer screens have attributes and structure that are far more
complex than a Double Screen. Cubitt observes this structure:
[That] reveals the always prior structuration of the computer cord before its visualisation, intimating that
structure is a property of discourse alone. It is not that such work is removed from the real, but that it merely
reproduces its form, deprived of content: a Boolean montage, in which structure itself becomes object and
principle of speculation (44).
That structure and formmultiple screens, windows, framesbeing imported and exported through the linkage
modem, telephone lineto the outer world create the greatest space and power for shifting perspective.
Thus the computer screen, as described previously, is not only a mirror to reflect one’s own body, but more importantly
also a vehicle for the body to explore a new cybernetic world. A computer screen contains many “windows” to different
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worlds that can be investigated and manipulated by a camera montage. Cubitt claims, “The secret of this aesthetic is,
unsurprisingly, montage itself: the making of a grammar from the fragmentary perceptions of the cinematic image (43).”
The montage presented by a computer screen is not only a single pictorial composition made by juxtaposing or
superimposing many pictures or designs, but also a rapid succession of different images or shots in a movie. It often is a
composite of closely juxtaposed elements from different realm. Sequential or non-sequential, such montages aim for “the
social model of dialogue between frames” to create a society among its images (Cubitt 44). This cybernetic outlook is
fundamentally shifting, and the technology alters our current understanding of the changing nature of the spatial
perspective.
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